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 INTEGRATION
A^$ (a) + A2^(a + I) = Q,
A^ (a + k - 1) + Ak+l ^ (a 4- fc) = 0.
Now since -\/r (a-f- F) vanishes and Ak+1 is not infinite, belrag" a
coefficient in a series supposed converging, it follows that either
Ak or 0(a + i-l) is zero. Rejecting the latter on accoiint
of the hypothesis that no zero factor occurs in the num. era/tor
we have Ak = Q, and thence from the preceding equations "we
find that the coefficients Alt A^ ..., Ak_l are all zero. Hence the
part of the series which precedes the term of inside the bracket is,
on account of its coefficients, evanescent, and the series aetTaaJly
must begin with the term CV+fe, that is, with Cx&; and this will "be
the series derived from the root 6 of the equation ty (m) = 0. One
of the particular solutions has thus disappeared, but to obtain one
in its place we may proceed as in Ex. 2 in § 85. Denoting "by v
the one which remains and has absorbed the other, we may write
and, after substitution, assign some one relation which shall serve
to determine u and w and render the differential equation, easier
to solve ; this relation will usually be determined by the special
form of the equation.
Ex. I .   Consider the differential equation
Substituting
 y =
 2 + . . .
(this is easily seen to be the necessary form), we find as the equation,   deter-
mining m
L e.    (m — 1) (m — 4) = 0.
Hence a—1 and 6=4, so that the roots differ by an integer.   It will be found
that, on taking the root m=l, the equation is of the form discussed aod. "fcliat
the terms up to, but exclusive of, & disappear; while the series derived fronx
the root w=4 is Asfttf*.
Complete the solution.
E®. 2.   Solve

